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Abstract

Gecko adhesion is expected to be temperature insensitive over the range of temperatures typically experienced by geckos.
Previous work is limited and equivocal on whether this expectation holds. We tested the temperature dependence of
adhesion in Tokay and Day geckos and found that clinging ability at 12uC was nearly double the clinging ability at 32uC.
However, rather than confirming a simple temperature effect, our data reveal a complex interaction between temperature
and humidity that can drive differences in adhesion by as much as two-fold. Our findings have important implications for
inferences about the mechanisms underlying the exceptional clinging capabilities of geckos, including whether
performance of free-ranging animals is based solely on a dry adhesive model. An understanding of the relative
contributions of van der Waals interactions and how humidity and temperature variation affects clinging capacities will be
required to test hypotheses about the evolution of gecko toepads and is relevant to the design and manufacture of
synthetic mimics.
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Introduction

An average sized (40–50 g) adult Tokay gecko (Gekko gecko) can

generate the equivalent of more than 100 times its own body

weight in clinging force (,40 N) using its dry adhesive toepads [1].

Although quantitative measurements of maximal clinging capac-

ities, and characterization of the underlying microscopic functional

morphology is a relatively recent accomplishment [2], researchers

have been proposing hypotheses and debating mechanisms

responsible for such remarkable clinging abilities for over

100 years [2]. Despite a burgeoning literature on gecko adhesion

and the obvious applications to evolutionary biologists and

materials scientists alike [3], there are still significant gaps in our

understanding of fundamental aspects of gecko adhesion at

multiple scales of analysis. For example, the functional and

evolutionary significance of variation in toepad and setal

morphology was explicitly raised nearly 50 years ago [4,5],

however, studies have only just begun to address such relationships

[6,7]. Similarly, locomotor capacities of ectotherms like lizards

have been subject to extensive scrutiny focusing on the

temperature sensitivity of performance [8], but only recently has

the study of the temperature sensitivity of gecko clinging ability

joined this literature [9,10].

Studies of gecko adhesion at the setal and spatulae level, suggest

that intermolecular interactions (van der Waals forces) are

responsible for adhesion. If clinging in geckos is only based on

van der Waals forces [11], clinging capacity should be temperature

insensitive over the range of body temperatures typically

experienced by geckos [10]. Indeed, that a key functional capacity

of locomotion in geckos may be free of typical thermal biophysical

constraints experienced by ectotherms in thermally heterogeneous

environments, suggests that thermal independence of adhesion

may have driven the evolution of the gecko adhesive system [10].

Temperature sensitivity of clinging capacity has only been

measured in two species (Phelsum dubia and Gekko gecko; [9,10]).

Moreover, contrasting results between these two studies are

difficult to interpret because different methodologies were

employed, leaving the question of the temperature sensitivity of

clinging capacity unanswered. In an effort to eliminate the

potential contribution of divergent methods used to evaluate the

temperature sensitivity of clinging performance, we describe a

series of experiments that estimated maximal clinging ability in P.

dubia and G. gecko over a range of biologically meaningful

temperatures, using a single protocol. During the conduct of our

experiments, it became clear that interpreting temperature

sensitivity of clinging ability requires knowledge and control of

relative humidity, a potential source of variation noted but

discounted in previous studies [9]. However, variation in humidity

has recently been implicated as a source of variation in adhesive

forces generated at the nanoscale between single spatulae and

various substrates [12].

Results

Temperature effects
Tokay geckos were larger (58.1466.8 g) and had greater total

toepad areas (4.7460.98 cm2) than Day geckos (5.5860.32 g and

0.7360.06 cm2, respectively; Table 1). Tokays were also able to

generate higher maximal total clinging forces (31.2264.39 N and
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5.5360.51N, respectively, F1,15 29.9, P,0.0001), but maximal

force per unit toepad area was similar between species (7.8361.72

N/cm2 and 6.3461.62 N/cm2, Day and Tokay respectively;

F1,15 = 1.6, P = 0.23). Adjusted maximal clinging force was

significantly different across temperatures (F4,56 = 8.09,

P,0.0001), and there was a significant difference between species

in the effect of temperature on clinging force (species*temperature

F4,56 = 2.91, P = 0.03) leading us to analyze the effect of

temperature separately for each species. Although the effect of

temperature was significant for both Day and Tokay geckos

(F4,28 = 28.49, P,0.0001 and F4,28 = 5.05, P = 0.003, respectively),

the trend for an increase in clinging ability with decreasing

temperature appeared stronger for Day geckos (Fig. 1). For

example, the clinging ability of Tokay geckos at the intermediate

temperature (22uC) was close to but not quite significantly different

from clinging ability at the lowest temperature (12uC; matched

pairs t-Test, t = 2.23, P = 0.056) but clinging force at 12uC was

significantly higher than at 22uC for Day geckos (12uC; matched

pairs t-Test, t = 10.78, P,0.0001).

Humidity effects
At 12uC, clinging ability increased significantly with humidity

(Fig. 2; F3,27 = 4.61, P = 0.01), such that forces measured at the

highest humidity (80%) were nearly twice as high as the forces

observed at the lowest humidity (35%). Although there was a trend

suggesting the effect of humidity was stronger for Day geckos,

there was no significant difference between species in the rate of

change in clinging force with humidity (species*rh F3,27 = 2.28,

P = 0.1). In order to determine if the humidity effect observed at

12uC varied with temperature, we did one last set of trials

measuring clinging ability at 32uC at 35% and 80% RH.

Surprisingly, at 32uC, clinging ability did not vary in response to

humidity as it did at 12uC (Fig. 2.). Instead, the clinging ability of

Tokay geckos was significantly higher at 35% RH compared to

80% RH (13.7563.0 N vs. 2.4862.0 N; F1,15 = 38.9, P,0.0001),

while the clinging ability of Day geckos did not vary significantly

between 35% and 80% RH (0.37560.2 N vs. 0.32760.36 N;

F1,15 = 0.05, P = 0.8261). Moreover, at 32uC clinging ability was

among the lowest measured in any set of trials.

Discussion

A preponderance of evidence suggests that geckos stick to

substrates as a consequence of the formation of a large number of

intimate setal-substrate contacts engaging van der Waals

attraction. One prediction about performance that we can derive

from this mechanism is that adhesion should be temperature

insensitive over a biologically meaningful range [1]. However,

previous work, though limited in scope, is equivocal on this

prediction [9,10]. Admittedly, such a simple prediction ignores

important details of adhesion at the whole organism scale. For

example, adhesion may involve more than just the sum of the

setal-substrate interactions; the contributions of elaborate

subcutaneous vascular, muscular and skeletal elements in

adhesion and release is currently completely unexplored [2,10].

Presumably, these components would be subject to thermal

dependencies typical of ectotherms [13]. Our experiment

measured adhesion at different temperatures using a single

protocol with two species that have been previously studied (G.

gecko and P. dubia). Although we found evidence of a strong effect

of temperature, the direction of the effect was counterintuitive

given the thermal biology of geckos and it violated the prediction

given by van der Waals interactions presumed responsible for

adhesion. Consequently, we wanted to examine whether other

factors (e.g., humidity) could explain the variation in clinging

performance we observed. We found evidence, unexpectedly,

that humidity is likely an important determinant of clinging force

in the geckos we studied. Below we explore implications of our

results for understanding both the factors affecting adhesion in

geckos, as well as for inferring mechanisms that underlie such

performance.

Restricting attention just to temperature effects (Table 2 and

Fig. 1), leads to the conclusion that adhesion is highly temperature

sensitive, in both species, with greatest adhesion observed at the

lowest test temperature. However, RH varied by approximately

15% between the two temperature extremes (12uC and 32uC;

Fig. 1). It is important to note that relative humidity was not

controlled in previous studies that examined temperature effects

on adhesion in these two species, but differences in protocol are

intriguing. Bergmann and Irschick [10], who found no evidence of

a temperature effect on clinging ability of P. dubia heated or cooled

geckos in an environmental chamber and then performed clinging

tests at room temperature and ambient humidity conditions of

their laboratory. Alternatively, Losos [9], performed clinging tests

on G. gecko inside a walk-in environmental chamber set to one of 9

different temperatures. As in our design, relative humidity in the

latter study presumably varied with temperature, and a strong

effect of temperature on clinging ability was demonstrated.

Table 1. Sex, size, and toe pad area of geckos used in
experimental trials. Toe pad area is an estimate of maximal
area of scansors visible on scans.

Individual Sex Weight (g) Toe Pad Area (cm2)

day 1 Female 5.30 0.64

day 2 Female 5.58 0.72

day 3 Male 4.96 0.66

day 5 Male 4.72 0.65

day 6 Female 5.48 0.73

day 7 Female 7.26 0.84

day 8 Female 5.50 0.72

day 9 Female 6.90 0.79

day 12 Male 6.2 1.0

day 14 Male 3.9 0.591

tokay 1 Male 68.80 4.65

tokay 2 Male 59.34 4.95

tokay 3 Male 59.14 4.87

tokay 4 Female 73.24 5.46

tokay 5 Male 54.30 3.93

tokay 6 Male 78.16 5.31

tokay 7 Female 69.22 4.49

tokay 8 Male 79.90 5.27

tokay 9 Female 73.30 4.91

tokay 10 Male 47.8 4.9

tokay 11 Female 42.8 4.06

tokay 12 Female 44.9 4.32

tokay 14 Female 46.4 4.47

tokay 17 Male 43.8 4.57

tokay 18 Male 50.0 5.55

tokay 19 Female 39.2 4.15

doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0002192.t001

Factors Affecting Adhesion
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Notably, adhesion in the Losos study [9] was maximal at

intermediate temperatures (which corresponded to the highest

relative humidity). Consideration of both our temperature and

12uC humidity trials (Fig. 3), in light of the two studies described

above, suggests that clinging ability is sensitive to variation in

humidity, not temperature. Unfortunately, the humidity response

does not appear to be simple. Indeed, the response to variation in

humidity at 12uC is not constant but apparently itself is affected by

temperature (Fig. 2). In other words, clinging ability by geckos on a

smooth hydrophilic surface like glass appears to be sensitive to

both temperature and humidity.

Interestingly, the effect of humidity on gecko adhesion has never

been formally investigated at the whole animal scale that we are

aware. However, two studies focusing on elucidating the

mechanism underlying the setal-substrate interaction have dem-

onstrated that adhesive forces between a single spatula and

substrate is humidity dependent (at room temperature) [12,14].

Scaling of the effect of humidity at the nano-scale shows an

approximately 1.3 fold increase in adhesion between 35% and

80% RH [12], or a 3-fold difference between 0 and 70% RH [14].

Our study shows that at the whole animal scale the effect of

humidity is quite complex. We have observed an approximate

doubling of adhesion over 35 to 80% RH at 12uC. On the other

hand, the adhesion forces are relatively insensitive to humidity at

35uC. We note, however, there is now an important gap in

experiments at the setal scale: humidity manipulations have only

been done at a single temperature.

The strong influence of humidity on the adhesive forces at a

single setal and whole animal level also suggests that capillarity

forces may play an important role in adhesion. A strong effect of

humidity on adhesion forces has also been observed using atomic

force microscopy for hydrophilic tips in contact with hydrophilic

surfaces. Alternatively, when one of the materials is hydrophobic,

adhesion is humidity independent [15]. Our study raises several

paradoxes that cannot be resolved with existing data or theory.

First, the humidity dependent adhesion forces at 12uC suggest that

setae must be hydrophilic, despite evidence that water droplets do

not wet gecko feet and roll off easily upon tilting. Second, it is not

clear why humidity has a strong influence on the adhesion forces

only at low temperatures. A capillary model predicts that the

adhesion forces at the same humidity should be proportional to

temperature in units of Kelvin [16]. Therefore, the adhesion forces

at 35uC should be only 8% higher than the adhesion forces at

12uC. These predictions are much smaller than experimental

observations. In addition, the capillary model predicts the

adhesion forces at 35uC should show similar dependence on

humidity. Both the van der Waals and capillary forces fail to

explain the shear adhesion data at the whole animal level.

Resolution of this paradox will likely require examination of the

particular way in which water interacts with substrate and seta at

the nanoscale level. In addition, the adhesion force measurements

at a single setal scale are needed at variable temperatures before

we can eliminate the possibility of thermal biophysical constraints

influencing the adhesion.

Figure 1. Experimental trials at variable temperatures without controlling for humidity. Relationship between temperature and body-size
corrected adhesion (clinging force [N]; left axis, bars) or relative humidity (%; right axis, solid line).
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0002192.g001

Factors Affecting Adhesion
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Irrespective of the mechanism, effects of humidity on otherwise

‘‘dry adhesive’’ biological systems may not be limited to gecko toe

pads. For example, members of the spider infraorder Araneomor-

phae produce a derived type of silk which adheres to surfaces with

greater force as humidity increases [17,18]. It has been

hypothesized that regularly spaced nodes in the silk strands are

richer in hydrophilic polar or charged amino acids, which under

humid conditions should promote hydroscopic interactions

between the nodes and substrates [17]. It is unclear whether

similar mechanisms might underlie the humidity response of gecko

toe pads. However, efforts to characterize the protein structure of

setae have revealed that setae have a complex structure of

heterogeneous a- and b-keratins [19–21]. Furthermore, there is

evidence that the lateral regions of the b-keratins sequenced in

gecko setae are relatively rich in hydrophilic and polar amino acids

that could modify adhesive interactions under moderate humidity

conditions [22], perhaps in a way analogous to the increased

stickiness of nodes in silk of some spiders in the Araneomorphae.

In summary, our findings are partially consistent with those of

studies examining the effects of humidity on adhesion in individual

setae [12,14]. Adhesion increases similarly with humidity at both

the nano and whole organism scale, suggesting that van der Waals

forces may not provide a complete description of the mechanics

responsible for clinging in geckos. Implications are potentially

broad-reaching, both for biological hypotheses about the evolution

of toe pads, as well as for bioengineers interested in biologically-

inspired design of synthetic adhesives.

Materials and Methods

We obtained 10 Phelsuma dubia (Dull Day Gecko) and 16 Gekko

gecko (Tokay Gecko) from California Zoological Supply. Phelsuma.

dubia is a diurnal gecko found in Madagascar. Our specimens

weighed between 4.7–7.3 g. Gekko gecko, is a nocturnal gecko found

in Southeast Asia. Our specimens weighed between 54–80 g. All

specimens were housed in individual 10 gallon glass tanks with

paper towel substrate, maintained within a dedicated animal

research facility at the University of Akron. Each tank was misted

with water as well as provided with a fresh bowl of water daily. G.

gecko were fed vitamin dusted crickets 5 times a week whereas the

P. dubia were fed vitamin dusted crickets 3 times a week and the

other 2 days they received a fruit supplement. The room was

Table 2. Average maximal adjusted adhesive force (N) by
species and temperature. Errors are 61 SEM.

Temperature (uC)

Species 12 17 22 27 32

day 5.5360.51 2.1160.38 1.0560.40 0.7160.30 0.7960.19

tokay 31.2264.39 14.3762.20 20.6462.87 20.1963.18 13.0562.96

doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0002192.t002

Figure 2. Adhesion at constant temperature of 12uC and variable relative humidity (RH). Adhesion increased significantly with RH, but
slopes were not significantly different. Red lines and symbols show results of 35% and 80% trials at 32uC designed to test for an interaction of
temperature and humidity; error bars represent 62 SE. See text for details (materials and methods).
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0002192.g002

Factors Affecting Adhesion
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maintained at 2561uC and set to a 12 hour photoperiod with

UVA/UVB full spectrum lights. Heating tape along the underside

of each tank allowed geckos to thermoregulate within the range of

body temperatures typical for free-ranging geckos (,25–35uC).

Temperature trials
We used a walk in environmental chamber maintained to

within61uC of five randomly presented experimental tempera-

tures, 12, 17, 22, 27, and 32uC. Each set of trials was initiated

approximately two hours into the species-specific diel-cycle (9am

for P. dubia and 9pm for G. gecko). Geckos were placed inside the

environmental chamber from 1-2 hours prior to all experimental

procedures to allow body temperature equilibration. No more

than a single temperature was tested on any given day. We used a

specially designed apparatus (Fig. 4) to hold a clinging substrate

(glass in our experiment) and a motor driven force gauge (Shimpo

FGV-10X) which moved relative to the substrate. Digital output

from the force gauge was collected by a LabVIEWH program

allowing us to save traces of each adhesion trial. For all trials, we

report values with the substrate in the vertical position. Each gecko

was fitted with specially designed harnesses positioned around the

pelvis and allowing unimpeded movement of legs and minimizing

abrasion to the gecko’s skin. At the start of each test, the harness

was attached to the force gauge which was subsequently driven

downward by the motor. Geckos were introduced to the substrate

and induced to take step with each foot, providing a standardized

posture with all four feet and footpads fully in contact with the

substrate. Each individual was then pulled parallel to the surface in

a smooth motion until all four feet began to slide indicating the

end of the test (referred to hereafter as a ‘pull’). Geckos were pulled

three times in succession to estimate maximum clinging force.

Between each gecko, the glass was cleaned with ethanol and dried

before the next set of pulls.

Humidity trials
Subsequent to completing all the temperature trials, we became

concerned that variation in the relative humidity of the

environmental chamber at different temperatures might be a

contributing factor to variation in estimates of maximum clinging

ability. Consequently, we initiated a second set of trials to estimate

the effect of humidity at the temperature where recorded clinging

forces were maximal for both species (12uC). Humidity trials

followed the protocol described above for temperature trials,

except that temperature was maintained constant but relative

Figure 3. Adhesion during variable temperature, uncontrolled humidity trials (black solid lines), and variable relative humidity
constant temperature trials (12uC; red-dotted lines) showing convergence of maximal clinging force with increasing temperature
and decreasing humidity. Error bars are 62 SEM.
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0002192.g003

Factors Affecting Adhesion
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humidity was maintained at one of four levels, presented in a

humidity was maintained at one of four levels, presented in a

random order (30, 55, 70, 80%). Humidity trials at 12uC were

followed by two trials at 32uC (at 35 and 80% RH) to test whether

temperature and humidity interact.

At the completion of every trial, geckos were weighed to the

nearest 0.1 g. Before every trial and after the very last trial, the feet

of each gecko were scanned with a flat bed scanner so we could

estimate the total adhesive area of the toe pads.

Statistical analyses
Our analyses include data from several separate experiments,

each with slightly different sample sizes and overall designs.

Whenever an analysis involved data from geckos exposed to all

combinations of experiment factors (i.e., humidity and tempera-

ture), we used a univariate repeated measures ANOVA to test for

the statistical significance of effects in the model (assumption of

sphericity was never violated). Clinging force is reported in two

forms, raw and ‘‘adjusted,’’ facilitating comparisons using both

standardized and raw values. Adjusted clinging forces are the

residuals from a linear regression of raw clinging force on toe pad

area, providing a measure of clinging force that accounts for

variation among individual lizards in toe pad size. Throughout the

manuscript, whenever clinging forces are presented as ‘adjusted’

they are standardized as described above; values without the

‘adjusted’ descriptor represent the raw values. Finally, when means

are reported in the text or tables they are accompanied by their

respective standard errors (6 1 SEM), unless otherwise noted.
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